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Reflection on the life and death of Omar Aziz, “Abu Kamel,” may
compel us to advance the minimal demand of amnesty for all detainees held by the Assad regime and opposition forces in our engagement in solidarity with the peoples of Syria.
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prisoners, we know that the Assad Regime often employs such
euphemisms as “heart failure” or “respiratory arrest” to cover
up its responsibility for the mass-murder of detainees through
starvation, disease, torture, and other abuses. Thus, as with Ricardo
Flores Magón, another imprisoned anarchist martyr, while in the
case of Aziz, we are unsure if the comrade died due to outright
political assassination, medical neglect, or both, it was certainly
Abu Kamel’s political incarceration in Adra Prison which took his
life away.

Save the Rest
The tragic fate of Aziz mirrors that of the Syrian Revolution,
which began with the high hopes of overthrowing despotism, instituting democracy, and restructuring society in the interests of
social justice in place of class oppression. Robin Yassin-Kassab remarks that Aziz’s reconstructive vision of regionally and nationally
federated councils arose and existed in liberated Aleppo, Idlib, and
Der’aa, as well as in the region known as Rojava (now the Democratic Federation of Northern Syria), where the councils are called
communes. Unfortunately, these two potentially emancipatory currents have often been at odds with each other since the beginning
of the Revolution, as before it. The sub-imperialist role played by
the Turkish State in essentially ‘sponsoring’ armed rebels in the
north and redirecting them to serve its own interest of crushing
the Kurdish freedom movement has been key to the lamentable
splintering of the uprising into the seemingly bifurcated Syrian and
Rojava Revolutions. Political, religious, and ethno-racial tensions
and conflicts between the two movements persist today, in light of
the Arab nationalism which is sometimes hegemonic among Syrian
rebels and the tenuous neutrality or at-times cooperation between
the Kurdish political-military leadership and the Assad-Putin axis.
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mation does not appear to be specifically anarcho-syndicalist, platformist, or especifist, as it does not appear to explicitly identify the
workers and peasants as the actors who will bring about the Revolution. This is at least what we can gather from his first paper on
the councils, where he may be endorsing the idea of a cross-class
alliance, though we know he wrote another paper on the councils,
which has yet to be translated into English.
Yet even this preliminary conclusion may be mistaken: Hassan
reports that it was “working-class communities who first embraced
his ideas” in Syria, whereas al-Shami clarifies that Aziz “helped
found four local councils in the working-class suburbs of Damascus
before his arrest,” including one in Daraya, an agricultural town in
which would subsequently blossom one of the most moving experiments in democratic self-governance from the Syrian Revolution.

Abu Kamel’s Arrest and Death
On November 20, 2012, Aziz was arrested by the Regime
mukhabarat, or secret police, and held in an intelligence-detention
facility in Mezze, Damascus. According to a Human Rights Watch
investigation, his 4-by-4 meter cell reportedly contained over 80
other detainees in it. Following his transfer to Adra Prison on
the outskirts of Damascus, Aziz’s condition deteriorated quickly.
In accordance with the testimony of a fellow inmate survivor,
Aziz lost at least thirty pounds during his three months of incarceration, when he was subjected to poor food and psychological
torture, whereby authorities would lie and tell him that his family
members were also imprisoned with him. Diagnosed previously
with hypertension, or high blood pressure, Aziz was transferred
to Harasta Military Hospital in the morning of February 16, 2013,
and died there the same day, likely due to stroke or heart attack.
Yet after more than seven years of brutal counter-insurgency
and the outright extermination of an estimated 100,000 political
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Born on February 18, 1949 in Al-Amara, Damascus, Syria –
Died on February 16, 2013 in Harasta Military Hospital, Damascus, Syria
The Syrian anarchist Omar Aziz was born into a privileged family in the capital city of Damascus on February 18, 1949, and he
studied economics at Grenoble University in France. Aziz worked
in information technology in Saudi Arabia and the U.S., married,
and together with his wife Nada raised two daughters and one son.
With the outbreak of the Syrian Revolution against Bashar
al-Assad in March 2011, Aziz decided to return to his home
country to support the struggle. What began as a popular uprising
emerged from within the larger current of the ongoing Arab
Uprisings, which by then had overthrown the governments of
Zine El Abidine Ben Ali in Tunisia and Hosni Mubarak in Egypt.
As he departed for Syria, Aziz reportedly told Nada, “I will not
respect myself, nor will you respect me, if I stay away from my
country at a time when I have so much to offer.”
Aziz, known to his comrades as “Abu Kamel,” assisted with
the distribution of relief supplies to communities in Damascus
besieged by the Assad Regime while also writing about and
organizing to implement a transition toward democratic selfgovernance in the country. A public intellectual and community
organizer, Aziz was clearly inspired by the possibilities of the
Revolution. As writer Budour Hassan explains: “at the age of
63, his enthusiasm, ambition, and swashbuckling energy were
matched by none of the twenty-somethings on the scene.”
According to Leila al-Shami, “Abu Kamel,” by means of his writings and efforts, “promoted local self-governance, horizontal organization, cooperation, solidarity and mutual aid as the means by
which people could emancipate themselves from the tyranny of the
state.” Aziz co-founded the first local council in the working-class
district of Barzeh, Damascus, in late 2011, thus contributing significantly to the subsequent development of the Local Coordination
Committees (LCC), known in Arabic as tansiqiyyat (“councils”),
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which would be established throughout the liberated regions by
self-organized communities. Hassan writes that Abu Kamel anticipated the flowering of democratic self-government in the regions
that would be liberated by the Revolution, even as most of the country remained under military rule early on. She asserts that Aziz
found inspiration for the council system in Rosa Luxemburg’s writings, whereas in parallel, Joey Ayoub observes that several notable
components of the Constitution of the Rojava Cantons, including
the emphasis on the right to self-determination and unity among
distinct ethnic groups, mirror Aziz’s vision.
Like Walter Benjamin, Aziz distinguishes between the “time of
power,” in which the Assad Regime “still manages everyday activities,” and the “time of Revolution,” in which activists and organizers
“work daily to overthrow the regime”:
“A revolution is an exceptional event that will alter the
history of societies, while changing humanity itself. It
is a rupture in time and space, where humans live between two periods: the period of power and the period
of revolution. A revolution’s victory, however, is ultimately achieving the independence of its time in order
to move into a new era.”
To truly do away with oppression, Aziz believed that revolutionary change must come to permeate all aspects of social relations. Similar to classical anarchist Peter Kropotkin, he celebrated
the spontaneous processes of mutual aid engaged in by besieged
Syrians—the organization of medical, legal, or food aid among the
Revolution’s base communities.
Following the stress placed by so many other anarchists on the
importance of popular power as a means of advancing revolutionary social transformation, Aziz saw a need for the protest-based
movement in Syria to adopt the strategy of self-organization
through councils. He defined the goal of such a participatory
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political system as allowing participants in the revolutionary
movement to “manage their lives independently of the institutions and organs of the state; to provide the space to enable the
collective collaboration of individuals; and to activate the social
revolution at the local, regional and national level.” In practice,
Shami reports, the tansiqiyyat (or LCC’s) would observe and
document rights-violations by the regime and opposition forces,
organize protests and civil disobedience, and coordinate aid and
humanitarian supplies in a non-hierarchical way, thus promoting
popular participation, “solidarity amongst the people, a sense of
community and collective action.”

Political or Class-Struggle Anarchism?
Whereas it is clear that Aziz favored “the formation [of] local
councils with members from diverse cultures who belong to different social division[s],” what is less clear is his class analysis. This
reference to “different social division[s]” may allude to the concept
of a cross-class alliance, rather than a strategy focused on building working-class power. On the other hand, Aziz does emphasize
the importance of collective defense against land-expropriations
by the Assad regime. Regardless of this ambiguity on class struggle, in contrast to the more reformist parts of the anti-Assad opposition, Aziz’s vision was uncompromisingly radical on the question
of the State. According to his comrade Muhammad Sami al-Kayyal,
“Omar Aziz stood for the complete break-up with the state in order
to achieve collective liberation without waiting for regime change
or for one ruling power to replace another. He believed that communities are capable of producing their own freedoms regardless
of political vicissitudes.”
In this sense, we can glean that Abu Kamel advanced an anarchist political critique of the Assad regime and organized to prefigure an emancipated future, but his strategy for social transfor7

